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Online Shopping Trends in and Beyond: Both drive profitability, make headlines, and light up social media.
They also end up in point roundup posts at the half-year mark with clickbait headlines promising you a crystal
ball. To help guide you, we spent the last year pouring over data and isolating â€¦ 1. This long-awaited
inversion is due primarily to the proliferation of devices. As the Pew Research Center found, the typical
American household contains around four connected devices. While desktop shopping outpaced mobile
industry-wide, on Shopify, mobile won. So, what explains this difference? In a word, going native.
Thankfully, we can get far more practical than that by unlocking two more trends: Are you selling everywhere
your customers buy? Keep reading to unearth the rest of the online shopping trends. But if you want an
executive guide distilling the centerpiece, download The Enterprise Guide to Multi-Channel Ecommerce.
Multi-Channel Ecommerce Starts Onsite Crossing the browser-to-buyer divide lies in developing a
multi-channel ecommerce strategy that connects with your prospective customers anywhere and everywhere
they spend their time â€¦ And brings that native experience onsite. For instance, MVMT Watches features an
Instagram shop â€” powered by Foursixty â€” at the bottom of their site to help mobile users quickly browse
their product line. Browsing via an Instagram-like experience onsite bridges brand-awareness and
product-discovery. In addition, MVMT also leverages a host of traditionally offsite multi-channel and
mobile-first elements like: Again, MVMT excels as a starting-point template: MMA Warehouse, for instance,
uses this approach by adding a Buy Now button immediately below Add to Cart on all their product pages see
panels one and two below. All three options are shown in panel four, but only one is presented to returning
customers. As mobile commerce continues to grow, businesses need to provide an integrated and seamless
experience across all consumer touchpoints that makes multi-channel selling as natural as possible. But, how
do you strike a balance? As Lee Elliott, vice president of digital media at VaynerMedia, explains: You have to
be able to keep up with the orders from an operations and fulfillment standpoint. Site exclusives and exciting
release cycles onsite are tremendous. Social conversions have only continued to skyrocket since then as people
spend more of their browsing time on mobile devices. And the amount of time people spend on social media is
constantly increasing. Messaging app usage surpassed social networks for the first time in as well. In addition,
new technologies like social buy buttons, smart TVs, near-field communications, and mobile wallets like
Apple Pay are driving this shift toward social commerce. Social commerce capitalizes on two of the core
benefits of ecommerce itself: Millions of consumers are on social media daily, and recently companies have
been racing to find ways to convert sales directly from social platforms. Similarly, WhatsApp recently
unveiled a business app with the objective to reel in large enterprises to better connect with where customers
already spend a majority of their time. Millennials are about to move into their prime spending years, and
people 35 and younger prefer messaging apps to email. To capitalize on this trend, Chubbies uses Facebook
Messenger to send transactional messages in lieu of email for those that opt in:
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Online Shopping Trends that Matter Fads will continue to come and go at a faster clip. But, if you know which underlying
principles will last, you'll have a better chance of identifying the ecommerce trends that are already taking over.

In my first post, I explained how the pan, zoom, and view funtionality is some of the best I have seen on the
web. This post is about something much more important, at least in the long-term. When you browse
LandsEnd. After clicking that link, you will be taken to a virtual dressing room where you can utilize an
application called Dressing Room by My Virtual Model. My Virtual Model is a virtual identity company
located in Quebec, Canada. So what does this application actually do? The show will resume, and your shirt
will be delivered the next day and not in days! Back to My Virtual Model: Personalize Your Virtual Model:
You can see a screenshot of the interface below. OK, that definitely sounds weird. Here, you can give your
model a name, a body shape, a build, height, weight, face, eyes, nose, lips, hair style, hair color, and facial
hair. Wow, pretty cool, right? For those of you looking to lose weight, this could be an eye-opening
experienceâ€¦ Be prepared to see a virtual you, down to the poundage! Now you can start trying on clothes.
There are dropdowns for category, subcategory, and then products within that subcategory. For example, I
selected Jeans and then clicked the first pair of jeans that showed up. The virtual model is now wearing the
jeans I selected. Then I could select the color of the jeans, which showed up in real-time real-time processing
is an option in your account. Getting a Closer Look: So far, so good. But what if you want to get a better look
at the outfit? You can turn your model either clockwise or counterclockwise to view the outfit at different
angles. Want a closer look? You can turn your model here, as well. Also, it should default to your size, based
on what you entered while setting up your virtual model. Other than that, it worked pretty well. For example, I
chose a dress shirt, selected the pants, and shoes that LandsEnd. Yes, There Are Some Issuesâ€¦ 1. The clothes
look better in photographs and in real life! I know this is a virtual dressing room, but my fear as a marketer is
that the application could backfire for retailers. I guess the easy way to alleviate the issue is to simply provide
more options for customizing your virutal you. After playing with the functionality extensively, I think they
are off to a great start, but obviously not there yet. That simply cannot happenâ€¦ If you are interested learning
more about how this works, then you should try it out on LandsEnd. The functionality is definitely a step in
the right direction for online shopping, but it needs to work perfectly for it to become mainstream.
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&Beyond Safari Shopping is a fun, easy-to-use, "one-stop-shop" that answers the "What to Pack" needs for your
upcoming & Beyond Safari expedition.. The shop offers hand-selected gear and apparel from Tilley Endurables, Tag
Safaris, Patagonia, Outdoor Research, Smith Optics and other fine brands.

Online grocery shopping trends in the US, and beyond Online grocery shopping trends in the US, and beyond
June 17th, at This statistic highlights online grocery shopping sales in the United States in and provides an
estimate until Online Grocery shopping trend in the US Source: Statista Grocery sales through online
platforms represent a very small part of the overall grocery retail market, but are amongst the fastest growing
segment. Most online suppliers in the United States provide same-day delivery options. During the last years,
more and more firms tried to gain a foothold within the e-grocery industry. Companies engaged in the U. A
relatively new and innovative business model is supplied by Instacart. The San Francisco-based company is a
grocery transport service that delivers the grocery order through personal shoppers in one to two hours. As of
February , Instacart charged 3. The personal shoppers purchase the chosen items at different local food stores
and deliver them to your house within the agreed time window. The use of virtual grocery stores has still a
large growth potential as more and more time-strapped consumers are looking for innovative ways to make
their lives easier. However, a significant hurdle for online grocers remains freshness as many customers still
prefer to see and touch the produce before purchase. But according to industry experts, this pattern may
change during the next decades. More and more tech-savvy retailers now offer grocery delivery options for
their customers in the United States. Like the milk man used to do in the past, retailers bring food items right
to your doorstep. As of , some 5 percent of U. For time-strapped consumers online grocery shopping is a
convenient and time-saving option. When shopping for groceries online, U. The emerging Generation Y, or so
called Millennials, is known as a heavy internet user generation. They are characterized as open-minded
customers when it comes to in-store apps or the usage of online grocery services. According to online surveys
conducted in and , about U. In , a significant majority â€” about 86 percent of U. The same question as above
was asked to a larger set of consumers during a February survey, it was found that 92 percent of U. Only five
percent of respondents preferred to shop for groceries online. Online versus in-person shopping preferences of
shoppers in the United States, sorted by product category Source:
4: Online grocery shopping trends in the US, and beyond Â» StartUp Port
Amazon's Prime Day spurred record sales on its own website and beyond this week, cementing the holiday it invented
three years ago as a bright spot in the summer retail slowdown. Despite website.
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The Future of Online Retail Shopping is Brightâ€”Statistics and Trends. Expect to see an explosive growth in the online
retail spending this year and beyond. Various retail forecasts have.
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